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Distributional versus error-f’dled
procedures for transformation
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The comment by Carterette and Anderson (1987) on
Birnbaum (1982b) is misleading because their definitions
for three key terms--distribution, replication, and scale-
free--differ from the definitions used in Birnbaum’s
(1982b) paper. By clarifying differences in definition from
issues of real disagreement, this note attempts to clarify
the fundamental difference between transformation
methods used by Birnbaum and Veit (1974), Birnbaum
and Elmasian (1977), and Carterette and Anderson (1979),
on the one hand, and the very different, distributional
procedure discussed by Birnbaum (1982b). To understand
the issues involved in transformation techniques, it is use-
ful to review the experiment and procedures of Birnbaum
and Elmasian (1977).

Transformation of Repetitions
Birnbaum and Elmasian (1977) asked subjects to judge

ratios and differences of loudness of 45 tone pairs, con-
structed from a 5 x 9, first tone × second tone factorial
design. The entire set was repeated 10 times in each ses-
sion, and each subject served in four sessions, two for
each task. Each of four sets of 450 judgments for each
subject was separately transformed to fit the following
model:

Jr-’ (T,’~) = b~ - a, + e~, (1)
where Jr-t is the strictly monotonic transformation for
Task T; T,~ is the response to the kth repetition of stimu-
lus pair ij with scale values bj and a,; and e~ is the effect
of repetition block (see Birnbaum & Elmasian, 1977,
p. 387, Equation 5). Birnbaum and Veit (1974) had previ-
ously treated repetitions and other counterbalanced posi-
tion effects by a similar procedure.

Carterette and Anderson (1979) treated repetitions
(which they called "replications") by means of a varia-
tion on Equation 1, although they never explicitly stated
the constraints imposed on their transformations. 1 Their
novel argument (and an issue that was disputed by Birn-
baum, 1982b) was that standard analysis of variance
(ANOVA) could be applied to the transformed scores.2
Birnbaum’s (1982b) main purpose was to question
whether such procedures really utilize distributional in-
formation, as had been argued by Carterette and Ander-
son (1979), and to discuss the consequences of a differ-
ent procedure that does impose distributional constraints.

Correspondence may be sent to the author at Department of Psychol-
ogy, California State University, Fullerton, CA 92634.

As Birnbaum (1982b) noted, the application of ANOVA
to the transformed scores presumes that after transforma-
tion, the distributions of errors are homogeneous and nor-
mally distributed (see also Busemeyer, 1980). In a normal
distribution, the mean equals the median. The median of
the transformed scores containing repetition errors is the
same as the single monotonic transformation of the me-
dians. Therefore, a procedure involving transformation
of several error-fflied repetitions places no additional the-
oretical constraints, in principle, above and beyond trans-
formation of the medians. Furthermore, since most judg-
ment data also have the property that means and medians
are monotonically related, the same results should be
obtained with transformation of the means as medians.

However, Carterette and Anderson (1979) stated that
their difference judgments were not parallel when trans-
formed by one method, but were parallel when trans-
formed by the other. This result suggests either that their
computer program had not found the global best solution,
that the use of separate transformations introduced a sys-
tematic bias, or that the assumptions of independence of
the transformed repeated measures and/or symmetry of
the distributions were severely violated, thereby vitiat-
ing the use of the F distribution in the manner used.

The actual transformation procedures of Birnbaum and
Elmasian (1977) and of Carterette and Anderson (1979)
were quite similar: the biggest difference seems to be that
Birnbaum and Elmasian (1977) had 10 repetitions per
transformation, with a separate transformation for each
session, whereas Carterette and Anderson (1979) had five
repetitions per transformation, with a separate transfor-
mation for each half-session. Neither of those procedures
is based on any theory of the distribution of errors.

FiRing Distributions versus Transforming Errors
Birnbaum’s (1982b) distributional method is very differ-

ent from the above procedures. Carterette and Anderson’s
(1987) description of Birnbaum’s (1982b) suggestion as
"transforming several replications at a time" would have
been a correct description of the method used by Birn-
baum and Veit (1974) or Birnbaum and Elmasian (1977);
however, it is not correct as a description of Birnbaum’s
(1982b) analysis. Perhaps because Carterette and Ander-
son’s (1987) use of the term "distribution" differed from
that of Birnbaum (1982b), they failed to appreciate the
difference between the two procedures.

Birnbaum’s (1982b) suggestion was that rather than
transforming several repetitions (or "replications"), one
can transform an estimate of the distribution function it-
self. In other words, the dependent variable is an esti-
mate of the cumulative probability of a score falling be-
low a given value, rather than the score itself. In this
procedure, the transformation is interpreted as the inverse
of the distribution function and is not an estimate of the
judgment function, as it would be using methods as in
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Equation 1. In Birnbaum’s (1982b) usage, a distributional
method is one in which a theory of the distribution func-
tion is incorporated in the transformation procedure, mak-
ing transparent the vulnerability of the procedure to proper
theory.

To illustrate a distributional method, let P,,,, be the
proportion of judgments less than T~ for stimulus combi-
nation ij. One possible theory is that the distributions are
identical except for their central tendency (Birnbaum,
1982b, Equation 4). This transformation theory can be
rewritten as follows:

F-’[P(T,’~ < T~’)] = ~,, - t.., (2)

where t,, is the estimated value of response T,,’ and is in-
terpreted as J-’(T,,’); F is the distribution function; and
if’,, is the subjective value of the combination of stimulus
i and j. Note that this transformation procedure assumes
that the distribution function, F, is the same for all stimu-
lus combinations, which may or may not be compatible
with any particular theory of ~I%. For example, the data
may or may not be compatible with additivity:

F-’[P(T,’,~ < T..’)] = a, + b~ - t,., (3)

where ,1% = a, + b,.
Table 1 shows hypothetical data that would yield differ-

ent conclusions when transformed by the error-f’dled
methods (Equation 1) or the particular (homogeneous) dis-
tribution theory of Equation 2. The method of Equation 1
concludes that the data of Table 1 are additive, because
the log of (T’- .75) renders the medians additive. The
method of Equation 2, however, implies that if the dis-
tributions are assumed to be homogeneous, then the data
are not additive. Note that Table 1 violates joint indepen-
dence (Krantz & Tversky, 1971); therefore, Equation 3
is not compatible with the data. In other words, the
homogeneity assumption that drives the transformation
of Equation 2 is not compatible with the additive combi-
nation of Factors A and B.

It would also be possible to generate a case in which
the medians are an additive combination of A and B be-
fore transformation, but Equation 2 would require that

Table 1
Values of P(T~ < T~ for Example Data

Values of T~’Stimulus
Combination .5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5

A~B~ .27 .38 .50 62 .73 .82 .88 .92 .95 .97 .98
A~B2 .18 .27 .38 .50 .62 .73 .82 .88 .92 .95 .97
AzB~ .08 .12 .18 .27 .38 .50 .62 .73 .82 .88 .92
AzB2 .02 03 .05 .08 .12 .18 .27 .38 .50 .62 .73

Note--The transformation M(T’) = log(T’ - .75) renders the medians
additive: however, that transformation would violate the assumption of
Equation 2, which implies that the T~ are evenly spaced and that A and
B are not additive. This example shows that additivity and homogeneity
need not be compatible. This example was constructed from the equa-
tion, P = 1/[1 + exp(M-T’)], where M = 1.5, 2, 3, and 4.5, for the
four rows, respectively.

A and B are not additive. To create such a case, let the
spread of the distributions be different for different means.

Because Birnbaum’s (1982b) procedure can lead to con-
clusions different from those of the procedures used by
Birnbaum and Elmasian (1977) or Carterette and Ander-
son (1979) (as it does in Table 1), it should not be con-
fused with those procedures. Carterette and Anderson
(1987) imply that they employed Birnbaum’s (1982b)
procedure; however, it is important to be clear that, while
they did use a procedure similar to that of Birnbaum and
Elmasian (1977), and they did use the term "distribu-
tional" to describe it, they did not use the procedure of
Birnbaum (1982b), which involves the distribution func-
tion itself, as in Equations 2 and 3.

Birnbaum’s (1982b) article did not advocate the dis-
tributional method so much as to present an exposition
of what the concept of a distributional method entails.
Homogeneity of distributions would constitute only one
of many possible distributional procedures for transfor-
mation, but as Birnbaum’s example (1982b, Tables 2
and 3) illustrates, there is an indeterminancy between dis-
tribution theory and the algebraic model under investiga-
tion (see also Eisler, 1965). Therefore, the distributional
methods should be regarded as theories of transforma-
tion rather than theory-neutral algorithms.

Scale-free Tests and Real Disagreements
Although Carterette and Anderson (1979) used the term

"scale-free" in their article, their definition differs from
that of Birnbaum and Veit (1974). The scale-free test was
designed by Birnbaum (1974) and Birnbaum and Veit
(1974) to distinguish between models that are not ordi-
nally distinguishable in the usual experiment. For exam-
ple, the additive model can be transformed to a multiplica-
rive model by exponential transformation. The scale-free
test imposes additional ordinal constraints that permit
members of the additive family to be distinguished (Birn-
baum, 1982a). The bisection task of Carterette and Ander-
son (1979) would not qualify as a scale-free test of the
bisection model, according to Birnbaum and Veit (1974),
because the ordinal properties of the data would not, in
principle, permit one to test the parallel bisection model
against the geometric (bilinear) bisection model.

Even more importantly, the same data have received
different theoretical interpretations when analyzed by
Anderson’s methods and Birnbaum’s. These real and ex-
tremely important controversies deserve fuller explora-
tion and should not be lost among confusions that arise
from different usages of terms. For example, Anderson
(1983) cited two experiments on equity and inequity as
illustrations of his "two-operation logic," and argued that
the scale-free test is just a form of this two-operation logic.
Mellers (1985) reanalyzed Anderson’s data, using scale-
free methods, as in Birnbaum (1974) and Birnbaum and
Veit (1974). Mellers found that the scale-free approach
led to different conclusions when applied to Anderson’s
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data. In both cases, the two-operation logic led to con-
clusions that were not compatible with the data, when the
data were reanalyzed. As Mellers (1985, p. 514) put it,
Anderson’s (1983) two-operation logic may "leac~ to
illogical conclusions and should not necessarily be refe -red
to as a logical procedure."

Birnbaum (1982a) has also analyzed other exampk s in
which the different approaches led to different con :lu-
sions. The most relevant example for the present dis, :us-
sion is the scale-free test of the additive or parallel-
averaging models of the size-weight illusion (Birnb~ Lum
& Veit, 1974). Birnbaum and Veit found that the jucged
difference in heaviness between two different-sized bh ~cks
of the same weight was greater when the (common) we ight
was greater. In a second experiment, subjects comp~ tred
a series of size-weight combinations to several standa rds,
and the subtractive model was used as the criteriot for
transformation. Birnbaum and Veit concluded th t if
difference judgments are represented either by a sub cac-
tive or ratio model, the additive or parallel-averal:ing
models must be rejected for the size-weight illusion.
Anderson’s (1977, 1981, 1983) reviews of this t,~pic
reached conclusions (based on scale-dependent resea :ch)
different from those of Birnbaum and Veit (1974),
although he did not cite their study. Thus, despi:e a
similarity of purpose and terminology, Anderson’s (1! ~83)
two-operation logic should not be confused with the s~ ale-
free test as used by Birnbaum (1974) and by Birnb;tum
and Veit (1974).

There also is an empirical difference between Birnb~ rum
and Elmasian (1977) and Carterette and Anderson (1! ~79)
that deserves further comment. Birnbaum and Elma fian
(1977) concluded that loudness difference judgments can
be represented by the subtractive model of compari: ;on.
Carterette and Anderson (1979) used different experi~ ten-
tal procedures (noises rather than 1000-Hz tones, sh~ rter
interstimulus intervals, etc.), and found a systematic dis-
crepancy in their difference judgments that could be tr ms-
formed away by one procedure but not by the other. I~’ar-
terette and Anderson (1979) were willing to assert that
by using independent transformations for different r~ pli-
cates (of five repetitions), they had a valid statis~ ical
theory, and although they found that the different mefl rods
of transformation led to different conclusions for t aeir
data, they preferred one method and concluded thai the
subtractive model was systematically violated. Althc ugh
they concluded that there was a real discrepancy, the, did
not determine its origin. Among the possible inte~ eta-
tions is the idea that with short interstimulus inter als,
the loudness of the first noise affects the loudness o the
second, which might appear as a discrepancy from any
model that assumes that the stimuli do not affect one
another. Another possibility is that the response scale was
nonlinear, but Carterette and Anderson’s (1979) tran: ~for-
mation procedures failed to work properly, leading hem
to an erroneous conclusion.
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NOTES

1. In many judgment experiments, subjects make repeated judgments
of the entire set of sumuli, which are randomized and presented several
times. Sometimes, ~w~se repeated measures are loosely called rephcates.
However, human subjects who give repeated measures are learning in
the course of the experiment; their responses are correlated, and they
can change systematically dunng the course of an experiment. The term
replications refers to independent measures, oblained under identical
conditions that are interchangeable; repetitions are repeated measures
that may be correlated, may show order effects, and are not inter-
changeable.

Carterette and Anderson (1987) use the term "replication," where
Birnbaum and Elmasmn (1977) had used the term "repetition," and
some of their d~fficulty with BIrnbaum’s (1982b) arUcle can perhaps
be traced to confusion arising from different usages of that tenn. This
difference in definitions may also explain why their 1979 paper incor-
rectly described the procedure of Birnhaum and Elmaslan (1977).

2 Their ANOVA argument was based on the use of separate mono-
tone transformaUons apphed to subsets of the data. "Two independent
estimates of the best monotone transformation were thus obtained for
each subject" (Carteretle & Anderson, 1979, p. 275). The two so-called
"independent estimates," ~f they were truly independent, might justify
the term "rephcate,’" and that ~s why B~rnbaum described their proce-
dure as using a separate transformation for each replicate. Th~s interpre-
tation ~s also consistent with Anderson’s (1977) statement:

Fortunately, there is a s,mple way around the~ problems The monotone
trao.sformatmn program ~s apphed ~parately to each rephcanon of the de-
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sign Since the transformed data are then independent across replications,
any one degree of freedom component of lhe mteracaon has a vahd test. (p 210)

Although Anderson’s (1977) statement could be interpreted as a defim-
tion of replication, Carterette and Anderson (1987) state that they "se-
verely criticized" the use of one replication per transformation, in dis-
agreement w~th Anderson (1977).

In any case, confusion over the terms "rephcate" or "repetition"
~s beside the point, because Bimbaum’s (1982b) paper challenged whether
the statistical arguments of Carterette and Anderson (1979) were justs-

fled by the use of independent transformations, whether or not several
repetitions are involved m each replication. Birnbaum (1982b) did not
mean to imply that Carterette and Anderson (1979) thd not have several
repetitions in each transformation, a procedure common to Bimbaum
and Ve~t (1974), Bimbaum and Elmastan (1977), and Carterette and
Anderson (1979).
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